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Abstract—A practical model for a single-electron transistor
(SET) was developed based on the physical phenomena in realistic
Si SETs, and implemented into a conventional circuit simulator.
In the proposed model, the SET current calculated by the analytic
model is combined with the parasitic MOSFET characteristics,
which have been observed in many recently reported SETs formed
on Si nanostructures. The SPICE simulation results were com-
pared with the measured characteristics of the Si SETs. In terms
of the bias, temperature, and size dependence of the realistic SET
characteristics, an extensive comparison leads to good agreement
within a reasonable level of accuracy. This result is noticeable in
that a single set of model parameters was used, while considering
divergent physical phenomena such as the parasitic MOSFET,
the Coulomb oscillation phase shift, and the tunneling resistance
modulated by the gate bias. When compared to the measured
data, the accuracy of the voltage transfer characteristics of a
single-electron inverter obtained from the SPICE simulation was
within 15%. This new SPICE model can be applied to estimating
the realistic performance of a CMOS/SET hybrid circuit or
various SET logic architectures.

Index Terms—MOSFET, realistic single-electron transistor,
single-electron inverter, SPICE model.

I. INTRODUCTION

M OTIVATED by the merits of density, power, and func-
tionality, various structures of single-electron transistors

(SETs) have been recently demonstrated. From the viewpoint
of the new functionality of SETs such as the CMOS/SET hy-
brid circuit system, the development of a simulation scheme
using a conventional circuit simulator is an emerging challenge.
While the previously reported simulation techniques were based
on a numerical calculation of a master equation or a Monte
Carlo method [1]–[4], these methods are often time-consuming,
and cannot be easily expanded to a CMOS/SET hybrid circuit.
Macro-model [5] and analytical SET models [6] for conven-
tional SPICE simulators have recently been proposed and suc-
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cessfully verified in terms of their usefulness and accuracy. Nev-
ertheless, these models are unsatisfactory for analyzing and op-
timizing the performance of SETs in a real chip, because they
are validated by a comparison with the Monte Carlo simulation
results rather than actual experimental data.

In this study, a practical SPICE model based on the phys-
ical phenomena in realistic Si SETs was developed, and imple-
mented into a conventional SPICE circuit simulator. The SPICE
simulation results were compared with the measured charac-
teristics of Si SETs. The distinctiveness of our model is that a
single set of model parameters is used, while still considering di-
vergent physical phenomena such as the parasitic MOSFET, the
Coulomb oscillation phase shift, and tunneling resistance mod-
ulated by the gate bias. Secondly, estimation of the model pa-
rameters is intuitively possible, because this model begins from
the analytic model, and includes the physical meaning of its
parameters. The paper is ordered as follows. In Section II, the
geometrical structure and electrical characteristics of the fabri-
cated SETs, which are reported elsewhere [7], [8], are briefly re-
viewed. In Section III, the details in implementing the physical
phenomena and structure of the realistic SETs are presented. Fi-
nally, the SPICE simulation results of our model are compared
with the experimental characteristics of the Si SETs and the re-
liability of our model is confirmed in Section IV.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE ANDELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the device structure and
cross section of the SET with sidewall depletion gates on an sil-
icon-on-insulator (SOI) nanowire [7]. An electrically induced
Coulomb island is formed in the 30-nm-wide channel
of the SOI MOSFET by the field effect of the sidewall deple-
tion gate bias. This device shows good controllability and re-
producibility over a wide range of temperatures (4.2 K77 K).
Detailed information about its fabrication is reported elsewhere
[8]. In particular, the island size ( ) is split in the range of
40 190 nm with the aim of controlling the electrical behavior
of the SETs. This allows the size of the island to be considered
as a design parameter, which can further optimize the perfor-
mance of SET logic circuit. For example, the logical “HIGH”
voltage is given by half the period of the Coulomb oscillation in
most SET logic circuitry.

Fig. 2 shows the electrical characteristic of the fabricated
SETs. While the Coulomb oscillation is shown with a sweeping
control gate voltage , three physical phenomena that are
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the fabricated Si SETs with sidewall
depletion gates and (b) cross-sectional view of (a). Here, the island sizeS

can be controlled over the range 40–190 nm.

Fig. 2. Typical electrical characteristics of the fabricated SETs. The device
with an island sizeS = 40 nm was measured at 77 K (V = 5 mV andV
ranges from�0.1 to 0.1 V).

distinguished from theorthodox theoryare clearly observed in
the realistic SETs. First of all, the phase of the Coulomb os-
cillation is shifted by the sidewall depletion gate voltage ),
which is useful from the point of view of SET logic. Secondly,
the peak-to-valley current ratio (PVCR) decreases as thein-
creases, due to the parasitic MOSFET effect [9]; i.e., the poly-Si
control gate accumulates electrons in the Si layer under the gate,
and controls the electrostatic potential of the SET island (the
area of ). This is reasonable in that a MOSFET is in-
evitably formed in a Si nanowire, which is also the case in var-
ious SETs with a physically formed Si island [9], [10]. Thirdly,
the level of the SET current increases as the control gate voltage

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit model for the fabricated Si SETs with sidewall
depletion gates.

Fig. 4. Transfer characteristics of the fabricated SETs as a function of
temperature. The device with an island sizeS = 40 nm is measured at
V = 5 mV andV = �0:1 V.

increases, as a result of the tunnel barrier height modula-
tion by the .

Fig. 3 shows the equivalent circuit diagram of the fabricated
device, which is composed of an SET and three parasitic
MOSFET’s from Fig. 1, i.e., one MOSFET is parallel con-
nected to the SET and the other two are series connected to the
SET. While the two serial parasitic MOSFETs have the long
channel length ( m) and narrow width ( nm)
from source (or drain) to island in Fig. 1, the parallel MOSFET
have short channel length [ island size 2 (sidewall
depletion gate width)] and narrow width ( nm). The
parallel MOSFET is not an entity physically separate from
the SET, but represents the MOSFET-like current component
in the SET structure due to higher energy electrons at higher
temperature. In case of the SET, it has two tunnel junctions and
additional capacitors. and are the tunneling resistances
of the respective tunnel junctions. The charge of an electrically
formed Si island is capacitively coupled with four capacitors,
which are the control gate capacitance , the source
tunnel junction capacitance , the drain tunnel junction
capacitance , and the sidewall depletion gate capacitance

. The back gate capacitance is assumed to be negligible
due to a relatively thicker buried oxide rather than the control
gate oxide.

III. I MPLEMENTATION OF THECURRENT–VOLTAGE MODEL

In addition to the SET current , parasitic MOSFET
currents inherently exist in our device. Fig. 4 shows typical ex-
perimental – characteristics at various temperatures. When
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the control gate voltage is lower than the threshold voltage of
two series-connected parasitic MOSFETs, they act as a high re-
sistance, causing the Coulomb oscillation to vanish. As the con-
trol gate voltage increases above the threshold voltage, however,
their resistance becomes low, so that we can ignore their exis-
tence. Hence, the total current (symbols) can be approximately
decomposed into two components: the Coulomb oscillation of
the SET and parallel-connected MOSFET current (solid lines).

The SPICE model for the realistic SETs was implemented in
two parts. The total drain current is given by

(1)

where and are the SET current based on a simple
capacitive Coulomb blockade model (i.e.,orthodox theory) and
a parasitic MOSFET current, respectively.

A. SET Current

The basic formulation for the SET current is based on the
analytical model proposed by Uchidaet al. [6]. The analytical
equation for the – characteristics of the SET having or

electrons in its island is given by

(2)
where , , ,

, and

(3)

Despite its simplicity, this analytical model perfectly reproduces
the numerically calculated characteristics even in the case of a
relatively high drain voltage and temperature [6]. While this re-
sult is encouraging, two important issues still remain. These are
the physical effects in the real SETs, and being able to achieve a
simpler form so as to incorporate the analytical equation into a
conventional circuit simulator. To resolve this problem, the pe-
riodic function in (1) was expressed in a simplified form as
follows:

(4)

where “ ” returns the largest integer and the phase shift
is given by

(5)

As shown in Fig. 5, (4) takes on the periodic function of with
the period of and the phase shift of , and it is identical
to one in (3). Eventually, implementing (2) and (4) into the con-
ventional SPICE simulator is straightforward, as the circuit el-
ements are composed of voltage-controlled current sources and
voltage-controlled voltage sources.

The phase shift in Coulomb oscillation by the can be im-
plemented by modifying . The relationship between and

Fig. 5. Normalized~V of (4) is plotted as a function ofV ranging from�1
to 1.

can be derived by the following equation based on the con-
servation of island charge:

(6)

Adding the right term of (6) to (5), the final phase shift of
the Coulomb oscillation is given by

(7)

In addition, the SET current increases as the increases,
since the electrically induced tunnel barrier by the is low-
ered [8], as shown in Fig. 2. Suchtunnel barrier loweringeffect
is simply included by substituting the total resistances of the
tunnel junctions of (2) with (8)

(8)

where is the threshold voltage of the parasitic MOSFETs,
which are described in the next section, and TBL is a fitting
parameter.

B. Parasitic MOSFET Current

The basic formulation of the parasitic MOSFET is based on
the SPICE LEVEL 3 MOSFET model, where the drain cur-
rent model includes the temperature dependence of both the
threshold voltage and the mobility. The model was modified as
shown in (9)–(11)

CAL

(9)

BEX (10)

VT0 DT (11)

where is the control gate oxide capacitance, is the
width of the sidewall depletion gate, VT0 is the zero temper-
ature threshold voltage, is the mobility at 300 K, and both
BEX and CAL are fitting parameters. The second term in (11) is
used to account for the temperature dependence of the threshold
voltage, as shown in Fig. 4, including the fitting parameter DT.

Besides the threshold voltage change versus temperature, it
was observed that, as the temperature increases from 4.2 K to
188 K, the slope of the current increases, which contrasts with
the temperature dependence of the mobility in a conventional
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Fig. 6. Island size dependence of the device parameters. The linear regression
lines agree well with the measured data obtained from 21 dies. Here, ALPHA
and BETA are 1.2� 10 and 2.1� 10 , respectively.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. SET I–V characteristics using the SET SPICE model and
the simulator, SIMON, for variousV at 4.2 K. V = 20 mV and
R = R = 1:4 M
. (a)C = C = 1:3 aF,C = 0:24 aF (corresponding
to S = 40 nm), andV ranges from�50 to 50 mV. (b)C = C = 1:46,
C = 1:26 aF (corresponding toS = 140 nm), andV = ranges from
�30 to 30 mV.

Si MOSFET. In order to understand this unusual behavior, the
thermally activated conduction through the two tunnel barriers
electrically induced by the should be considered. The

Fig. 8. SETI–V characteristics of the SETs at various temperatures (V =

1 mV, V = �1 V). Here,C = 0:24 aF andC = C = 1:3 aF
(corresponding toS = 40 nm).

Fig. 9. SETI–V characteristics of at various sidewall gate biases at 77 K
(V = 5 mV). Here,C = 0:24 aF andC = C = 1:3 aF (corresponding
to S = 40 nm).

electrical behavior of the parasitic MOSFET can be modeled
as thermionic emission transport, as is the case in a Schottky
barrier diode [11], where the current density is given by the
concentration of electrons with energies sufficient to overcome
the potential barrier by the sidewall depletion gates. Thus, the
thermionic emission current term in (9) is given by

RA (12)

where is the barrier height of the tunnel junctions and RA
is the normalized Richardson constant.

C. Island Size Dependence of– Characteristics

The SPICE model for the island size dependence of the device
characteristics in the fabricated SETs was implemented in two
parts. For the parasitic MOSFETs, the parameter,, for island
size is considered in (9). On the other hand, in our previous
work [9], it was found that both and extracted from the
SET characteristics can be represented as a linear function of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. I–V characteristics of the SET at variousV at 77 K. Here,S = 40

nm,C = C = 1:3 aF,C = 0:24 aF. (a)V –I curves and (b)V –I
curves.

the island size, , as illustrated in Fig. 6. The island size can
be implemented into our model using the following equations:

ALPHA (13)

BETA (14)

where is the thickness of the control gate oxide, and both
ALPHA and BETA are fitting parameters.

IV. COMPARISONWITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to validate our model, the– characteristics at
4.2 K (at this temperature, a parasitic MOSFET is fully turned
off) calculated by our SPICE model were first compared with

Fig. 11. I–V characteristics of the SET at various island sizesS at 77 K
(V = 10 mV, 77 K).

TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THEFABRICATED SETS AND THEIR TYPICAL

VALUES USED IN THE CALCULATIONS

those obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation, as shown
in Fig. 7. The symbols represent the results calculated by the
single-electron circuit simulator SIMON [2]. The simulation re-
sults from the SPICE model reproduce the Coulomb oscillation
phase shift accurately in the case of two SETs with the different
island sizes. This means that by using the simplification used
in our model, the analytical SET model can be reasonably
incorporated into the SPICE model.

The simulation result from our SPICE model was then
compared with the experimental data from the fabricated SETs.
First, the temperature dependence of the Coulomb oscillation
from our SPICE model was compared with the measured–
characteristics of the SETs, as shown in Fig. 8. Here, it should
be emphasized that the two valley currents agree very well with
each other, because the parasitic MOSFET effect is accurately
reproduced in our SPICE model. Furthermore, the line shape of
the Coulomb oscillation peak and its temperature dependence
also agree with each other. This suggests that the assumption
of both the tunnel barrier lowering and the thermionic emission
current is quite reasonable and was successfully implemented
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. (a) Circuit diagram for a complementary SET inverter consisting of
two SETs in series and (b) simulated voltage transfer characteristics. Here,
V = 20 mV, C = C = 1:6 aF, andC = 2:1 aF, and the load
capacitanceC = 500 pF.

into our SPICE model. Secondly, the dependence of the
Coulomb oscillation from our SPICE model was compared
with the measured– characteristics of the SETs, as shown
in Fig. 9. The Coulomb oscillation phase shift by was
well reproduced, and in good agreement with the measured
data. Thirdly, the dependence of the– characteristics
from our SPICE model was compared with the measured–
characteristics of the SETs, as shown in Fig. 10.

Furthermore, the– characteristic dependence on the island
size was simulated, as shown in Fig. 11. The model parameter
values used are shown in Table I. In particular, only one set of
parameters is needed to simulate the– characteristics. Our
model provides a good accuracy for an island size of
nm, 90 nm, and 140 nm at 77 K.

Finally, based on our model, a SPICE simulation was per-
formed for a complementary SET inverter, as shown in Fig. 12.
The accuracy of the voltage transfer characteristics of an SET
inverter obtained from the SPICE simulation was within 15% of
the measured data.

V. CONCLUSION

A practical SPICE model for real Si SETs was developed
based on a simple analytical model and its appropriate modifi-
cation. This new SPICE model can reproduce not only the typ-

ical Coulomb oscillation of the SETs but also the effects of real
SETs such as the oscillation phase shift byand the parasitic
MOSFET effect. This SPICE model will be very useful for esti-
mating the realistic performance of CMOS/ SET hybrid circuits
or SET logic circuits.
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